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Defensive Communications 
The key to good defense is to envision  what’s in declarer’s hand and what’s in partner’s hand.  This process starts by listening to the auc-

tion and applying that to what you see in your hand.  In addition, you and your partner can help each other out by honing your communica-

tion skills.  Here are some general rules that will help out. 

 

Opening Lead  

[ NOTE: Refer to “What do I Lead” for more direction on leads.  This section focuses on the communication 

component of the lead. ] 

At a suit contract, always lead low from length, high from shortness.  (Note that you should lead low from 3, or 

4th from 4 or more.)  This will help partner to understand your shape and will help guide the defense.  As im-

portantly, this will give your partner a sense of how you intended for the defense to go.  If you lead from short-

ness, you will be looking for a ruff; if you lead from length, you may be looking to force declarer.   

 

Assuming that this is the suit you choose to lead, lead the underscored card with these holdings —> 

 

Note that you may have been taught to lead the 7 from 732 (“top of nothing”).  Or you may have been taught to 

lead the 3 from 732 (MUD / Middle-up-down).  In many situations, this will make it difficult for partner to know 

whether you have shortness and want a ruff.  In the long run, leading low from length will be easier on partner. 

 

At a suit contract, never lead a suit with an unsupported A, i.e. a suit that has an A but not the king.  Often this 

lead give a way a trick immediately, either to a singleton K or because declarer has the K and partner has honors.  

(If partner has honors, then you want someone else to lead the suit through declarer’s K.)  But as importantly, 

partner will not play you for this holding and will often give away a trick, e.g. by playing J from KJ.  Leading a suit 

with an unsupported A damages communication with your partner. 

 

At Notrump, the bidding may suggest leading a long suit with no strength.  Here you’re not worried that partner 

might want to give you a ruff, so it’s correct to lead high from nothing (2nd highest from 4 or 5 as long as it’s clear 

that the card is high). 

 

Honor Sequence Leads 

An honor sequence is touching high cards, at least 2 but usually more.  Often times, sequence leads combine 

safety (unlikely to give away tricks that declarer can’t get by herself) and aggression (setting up defensive tricks).   

 

When we lead a suit with an honor sequence, we lead the top of the sequence.  The lead of an honor generally 

tells partner that you have the next card down.  (Leading the Q shows the J; leading the J shows the T, etc.)  The 

exception is if you have shortness, have a reason to lead the suit (partner bid it, or maybe the opponents bid all 

suits but this one) and are hoping to get a ruff. 

 

Honor sequence leads apply to no trump as well as suit contracts.  With no trump, we tend to lead more solid 

sequences, e.g. AKJT rather than AK43. 

 

Leads in Mid-Play 

After the opening lead, partner will start to have a better sense of distribution and the direction of the defense.  

In the middle of the hand, it’s more important for your lead to show attitude rather than length.  You may lead a 

strong suit because you have a source of tricks once the high cards are out.  Or you may lead a weak suit to lead 

through strength or to find partner’s suit. 

 

Leading low tells partner, “I have something in this suit; please lead it back to me if you have the opportunity.”  

Leading high tells partner, “I’m NOT leading this suit because I like it but for some other reason; please do NOT 

lead it back to me.”   

Which card do I lead 

(suit contract)? 

• K72 

• K732 

• K7432 

• 732 

• 72 

• 2 

• AK732 

• A732 (Never 

lead this suit) 

 

Which card do I lead 

(notrump  contract)? 

• K72 

• K732 

• K7432 

• 97432 

• 95432 

• 732 

• 72 

• 2 

• A732  

 

Which card do I lead? 

• AK43 

• QJT543 

• QJ987 

• KJT98 

• Q2 

 

Which card do I lead 

mid-play (notrump  or 

suit)? 

• K72 

• K732 

• K7432 

• 97432 

• 732 

• 72 

• 2 
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3rd Hand 

The third hand is the third player to play to a trick, i.e. the leader’s partner.  If your left-hand opponent wins the 

auction, then your partner is on lead, the 1st hand to play.  The dummy is the 2nd hand and you are the 3rd 

hand.  This is the last chance for your side to win the trick, and a good opportunity to give partner a clue as to 

the layout of the suit. 

 

While there will be exceptions later, the general rule is * 3rd-hand high *.  3rd-hand’s job is to try to win the 

trick, but play only as high as necessary.  If you have touching high cards, you should play the lowest.  Unlike 

leader (top of a sequence, Q from QJ), 3rd hand plays bottom of a sequence (J from QJ).  This is an important 

tool for communication with partner.  See examples to the right.  Partner has led the 2. Dummy, with Q86, plays 

the 6.  If I play the K (example 1), partner will think that I may have the A, the next higher card.  Partner “knows” 

that declarer has the J, the next lower card, since my play of the K denies that card. 

 

Similarly, I play the 7 from KJT97.  Since I can see the Q86 in dummy, the 7 is my lowest touching card.  I don’t promise the higher cards; if 

declarer plays the A, partner won’t know who has the KJT9.  But if I mistakenly play the K and declarer plays the A, partner will be confused 

about the layout. 

 

2nd Hand 

In the middle of the hand, when the lead is on your right (whether declarer’s hand or dummy’s hand), you are the 2nd to play to the trick.  

The general rule is “2nd hand low”.  Partner still has a chance to win the trick, and playing high will often give away a trick, or at least infor-

mation.  For example: If dummy leads a small card and you have Q86, play the 6.  There’s no reason to play a higher card.  You want to think 

about this advance so that you don’t squirm and give away the location of the Q. 

 

There are several exceptions that you should be aware of: 

• Dummy has the ace but leads low, you should play the K if you have it.  This might be your only chance to win the trick. 

• You should cover an honor (the last honor) with an honor.  If declarer leads the Q, you should play the K.  This could save a trick , for 

instance if you (or partner) have the J or T.   

• In NT, when your partner is setting up a long suit, you should try to win your side tricks to continue partner’s suit before partner wins 

her side tricks.  She will use her side tricks as entries to her suit. 

 

Signals 

We will use “Standard” signals, in which case we play that high encourages, and high shows even.  (Conversely, low discourages and low 

shows odd.)  Here’s what that means: 

• When partner leads a suit for the first time (opening lead or in the middle of the hand),  we play our highest card to ask partner to con-

tinue the suit.  We play our lowest card to suggest that partner might want to switch to a different suit.  We might encourage if: 

• We have the critical honor.  If partner leads the A at a suit contract (showing the AK) and we have the Q, we play the highest 

card we can afford.  Without the Q, we should play low.  Similarly, if partner leads the K (showing the Q), we should encourage 

if we have the J. 

• We want a ruff.   If partner a suit in which we have a doubleton, we should play high to encourage to ask partner to continue 

the suit.  (This assumes that we have reason to thing that we might be able to get a ruff.) 

• When the opponents lead a suit for the first time (from declarer’s hand or from dummy),  we play the highest card we can afford if we 

have an even number of cards in the suit, or our lowest card if we have an odd number of cards in the suit.  This may help partner in 

the defense, either by knowing when to hold-up or by being able to figure out the layout of the hand,  

 

Discarding 

When discarding, play the lowest card that in the suit that I don’t want partner to lead.  Pitch the 2 from 9872 to tell partner that you have 

no interest in that suit.   But pitch a high card in a suit that you’d like.  With AK972, pitch the 9 so that partner will lead the suit next time 

partner is in. 

 

 

Which card do I play 3rd 

hand (2 led by partner, 

Q86 on the board, 6 

played)? 

• AK43 

• KJT97 

• JT543 

• J975 

• J3 
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Suit Preference 

Sometimes, you can play a card that suggest which suit partner should lead next.  Here are a couple of examples: 

• In a suit contract, if dummy has a singleton in the suit that partner leads, it’s very rare that you’d want partner to continue the suit.  

Rather than playing high or low to show whether you like this suit or not, play high to suggest that partner switches to the highest-

ranking outside suit.  Play low to suggest that partner switches to the lowest ranking suit.   

• Example: Partner leads hearts in a spade contract and dummy has a singleton.  Play high to suggest something useful in dia-

monds, low to suggest something useful in clubs. 


